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 as well as various news and gamer tips. For website information, please visit TheGameBuddie.com. Tag: pc games A new
Splinter Cell is on the way in Splinter Cell: Chaos Theory from Ubisoft. It will be available on the PS2, PC, and GameCube.
This new game was showcased at E3, and the game is going to be a prequel to previous Splinter Cell games. The story will

follow a young Sam Fisher. He is going to be seeking revenge for the death of his girlfriend during the Cold War. Players will
be taking control of Sam Fisher, and players can use various gadgets to help them get into a situation. Ubisoft stated the online
features would be enhanced, allowing players to connect with friends online to create teams. They also stated that the game will
have voice over from Alex Kingston from the TV series Firefly. Check out more info after the jump. At E3 2005, Ubisoft was

showing off a new game called Splinter Cell: Chaos Theory, and this game is a prequel to the previous games. The game focuses
on Sam Fisher, and the main character is trying to find out who killed his girlfriend. Players can use a variety of gadgets to help

them get through the various situations. Ubisoft has worked with EA to be the publisher for the game, and the game will be
available in 2005 for the PS2, PC, and GameCube. The voice work from the game has been recorded by Alex Kingston. Check
out more details after the jump. Ubisoft has announced that they will be bringing out Splinter Cell: Chaos Theory for the PS2,
PC, and GameCube, and it is a prequel to the previous Splinter Cell games. Ubisoft announced that the game will have voice
over from Alex Kingston from the TV series Firefly. The game is set during the Cold War, and Sam Fisher is on a mission to

find out who killed his girlfriend during the Cold War. Players will use gadgets to get into various situations, and the game will
be available in 2005. For more information on Splinter Cell: Chaos Theory, and to see more screenshots, please visit

www.gamepress.ru. Ubisoft announced that they will be bringing out Splinter Cell: Chaos Theory for the PS2, PC, and
GameCube. This game will be a prequel to the previous Splinter Cell games, and the game will be set during the Cold War. The

game will have voice over from Alex Kingston, 82157476af
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